
2022-2023 Neighborhood House

Wedding Rentals

Theater Reception - $6,000
Exposed brick walls, original hardwood floors, and tall windows overlooking Old City, Philadelphia.

This space is typically used as a theater, however, with full lighting and sound systems and a little bit

of wedding magic, our Theater can transform in a variety of ways. The Neighborhood House Theater

offers urban charm with a touch of Old City history.

Great Hall Reception- $4,000
With its high ceilings and colonial details, the Great Hall offers a traditional ballroom space perfect

for cocktail hour, dinner, and dancing. The large windows offer a beautiful view of the Christ Church

Gardens and the lobby space offers some exhibits from our archives for guests to enjoy during

cocktail hour. Due to the age of this building, the Great Hall is one room that does not offer air

conditioning.

Combined Rental - $8,000
Whole-Venue Rentals (of the Theater and Great Hall simultaneously) are also available at a

reduced rate of $7,500. This allows you to minimize your time traveling between venues and

maximize your time celebrating with guests. The additional space can be used to stage a

ceremony in one space and a reception in the other, or for activities such as cocktails and

dancing, a kids zone, and more. Parking is available in metered spots on 2nd and 3rd streets,

as well as in the Park America lot directly behind Neighborhood House. We will be happy to

provide you with locations of additional nearby lots and garages.

Rooftop and Gardens - $2,000
The Gardens at Christ Church and Neighborhood House Rooftop can be rented for an additional fee.
These spaces can be used for photography, cocktail hour, rehearsal dinners, or an extra space for your

guests to enjoy the Old City ambiance. Please note that the Rooftop is not handicap accessible.

Amenities Included



Theatrical grid and lighting
Sound System
Projector
Dressing Room with private
bathroom and shower
Radiator heat and HVAC air
conditioning
Lobby with view of Church Garden
and the Benjamin Franklin Bridge

Upright piano
Wireless Internet
Conventional overhead lighting
Portable sound system
Lobby
Kawai baby grand piano
Wood buffet table (47″ x 122″)
Folding tables & chairs for 80 people

Preferred Caterers

Seedling and Sage

Chef’s Table

Di Bruno Bros.

12th Street Catering

Additional Optional Services
Sound Designer - $350

Uplighting Package - $500

Personalized Lighting Package - $450

String Light Upgrade - $500


